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Foreword 

During the 1974-75 academic year, the Department of Rehabilitation 

and Manpower Services (now knoin as the Stout Vocational Rehabilitation  

Institute) at the University 6f Wisconsin - Stout established the Re-

habilitation Lecture Series. The purpose of the series ie to bring 

leaders in the field of rehabilitation on campus to interact .with Stu- 

dents and staff and to present a lecture of significance to the time 

in-the rehabilitation movement. 

The Rehabilitation Lecture Series was inaugurated on April 23, 

1975 by Mr. Henry Redkey with a lecture entitled "A Way of 94nking 

About Sheltered Workshops for the 197O's". This lecte was based upon 

a tour he made of five European countries to investigate sheltered 

work programs for the, handicapped in Europe. 

Mr. Redkey, who earned his bachelor's degree in sociology at 

George Washington University and his master's degree in.social work 

'administration át Ohio State University, has haa'a long and distin-

guished career in the: field of vocational rehabilitation. Having held 

a number of important positions, hems perhaps best known to the field 

of vocational rehabilitation for his'many years of service as Chief of. 

the Division of Rehabilitation Facilities and workshops for the Voca- -

tisnal Rehabilitation Administration. Upon leaving'that position he 

was, for á few years, Chief of the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation 

Branch of the National Institúte of Mental Health and then spent three 

and a half years at the University of Wisconsin - Stout as a visiting 

professor in•the vocational rehabilitation  program. Mr. Redkey has 

received a number of citations fór his leadership, including the Dis-

tinguished Service Award of the College of Administration at Ohio State 

University and the 50th Anniversary Commemorative Medallion for the 

Rehabilitation Services' Administration. 

Distribution of the lecture is being sponsored by the Research 

and Training 'enter of the Stoat:Vocational Rehabilitation Institute 

through its new Interface publication. Dr. Dennis Dunn, of the 

Research and Training  center staff, has added a comment to Mr. Redkey's 



leoRute. This is based on Dr. Dunn's experience with rehabilitation 

in Poland. 

Mr. Redkey has writtén a paper of significancè which should be 

read by all of those concerned with vocational rehabilitation and the 

sheltered workshop movement. 

Those who would like to write directly to Mr. Redkey in,response 

to this paper may do so by writing to: Mr. Henry Redkey, Cape George 

Colony, Route 2, Box 69, Port Townsend,_ Washington, 98368. 

Pail R. Hoffman 
Executive Director 
Stout Vocational Rehabilitation 

Institute 
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In 1964'I wrote an article entitled "A Way of Thinking About 

Sheltered Workshops". It was widely printed and reprinted; and some 

of the terminology employed was generally adopted. However, the basic 

ideas pertaining to the flmnctións of workshops were hot. generally put 

into practice: Eleven years later, I am still trying to think trea- 

tively about sheltered workshops. We have hid considerable experience 

in eleven years, but there is still controversy over how workshops 

shbuld function, how they should be financed, and how their labor re— 

lations should be handled. Some of the major changes in eleven years 

are: 

1. The number of workshops has multiplied 'until there are some 

2,000 in the country. Not only do we see the large whops like 

the Goodwill's and JVS's, but we often see small workshops 

even in rural communities, such as my.own county--which has a • 

popúlation.of only 10,000 and a workshop'with about ten 

clients or workers. 

2. Much of the increase.in the number of workshops is due to 

their wider use with the mentally retarded. The desperation 

of parent's of mentally retarded children when they saw their' 

children reach adolescence and adulthood was very great. Dis-

  covering the workshop, they thought they had found the answer 

to their problem. It turned out to be only a partial solu- 

tion, but it helped. However+, the involvement of the retarded 

also led to a modification of'workshops to the point where the 

distinction' between activity center, therapy center,, and work-

shop became vague and fuzzy. This development added confu-

sion aseo what a workshop is, And it added to the severity 

of the problems which all workshops encounter. 

3. As workshops increased ip number théy tended, often with' the

encouragement of state VF agencies,"to become all things to 

all people. That is to say, they were less concerned with 

work (which was the original primary reason for-workshops) 

and more concerned with services; such as guidance, work 

evaluation, work adjustment, corrective education, and even 

https://increase.in
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therapy.' The VA.workers who had•long deplored workshops as 

dead-end facilities suddenly saw them as work-oriented labor- 
atory settings which might contribute to yocationai rehabili- 
tat ion of the handicapped. In their newfound zeal, they 

stressed more staffing fop helping services until the time-
tiosn of the shop became quite different, and  its economic 
base was eroded. At the same time, organized labor looked 
askance at a place where people "worked" but got paid very 
little.:  

'4. Workshops havp become more and more dependent' upon State re-

habilitation iágencies fatfunding. This funding seldom, if 
ever, provides for work, but alxmst entirely-Provides for, 
various áervicses. What is worse;. the funding is all too often 
on a project-grant basis (more or less camouflaged as re-
search) which eventually runs out. This leaves shops in. the 
dilemas of dreaming up some new kind of grant request that
might Support the staff overhead that has been built up. 
unfortunately for workshops, state VA agencies think almost 
exclusively in terms of sérvices, They,are not accustomed to 
thinking in terms.of.cost-accounting, competitive bidding, 
quality-control, or manufacturing plant layout.  

. So it is that great controversies have developed concerning work- 

skops in the -United States: These led the Congress in 1973 to mandate 
a thorough.khd objective study of workshops 'and their role. in rehabili-
talion: In,áll probability, some of the reasons for conducting the 

study were: 
1. Labor deplores "sub-standard".wages paid handicapped people 

and'dide not seem too worried shout how harried workshop mana-
gers, trying to use marginally productive workers in a com-
petitive market, might find the money to pay for work that
wasd't performed:. 

2. If'well motivated persons already burdened with:a severe han-
dicap still believed in the work ethic, wanted to work and 
be productive members of.society,,were they to be refúsed2 



Was it fair For them to work all week to earn a smáll wage 

and then go to the welfare office or theosoéial security of-

fice for what else was needed to live? The latter move-was 

especially repulsive if the welfare, social security, or 

other helping trograms were inclined or required to cut sup-

port as individuals' 'earnings increased somewhat. Such action

killed incentive.  	

3. The'VR•program was based on returning people-to work in eors-- 

petitive industry on an individual basis. Was permanent work 

for minimal wages in a workshop rehabilitation or a cop-out?; 

If workshops were vital to rehabilitation, and if they had to 

be Anppórted financially, wee 'th'ere a better way to do it than 

off-again, on-again project grants? State agencies-paid for  

services in workshops such as work— adjustment, work evaluation, 

tiaining, etc.; but there was widespread complaint that the 

quality' of these services was often poor, The reasons seemed' 

to be that techniques still were ndt wel'. enough refined, 

well-trained staff was not available in sufficient numbers, 

many workshops were too small, their caseloads too stagnant 

to yjustify the divérsified staff, and, finally, there wa not 

money to pay for a well-trained staff even if -cne were avail, 

able. (Currently, the state-federal'VR program is sßending 

about eight million dollars per year in workshops and, from 

  1964 to 1973 inclusive, had expended a total of about forty-

four million.) 

4. Among other complaints about workshops was one of lack of  

efficiency in management. Some crItidi blamed poor management 

  for low wages, poor buildings, poor equipment, and poor work- 

ing conditions. Some called the system one of exploitation 

óf handicapped workers. It had been said that-many people 

in sheltered workshops did not like being there. Was that 

'because individualized rehabilitation and placement in com-

petitive industry' had failed? Was it because workshops warp 

poorly financed or mismanaged?- Or was it because we had not 



analyted the need correctly, nor developed a, proper mechanism 

for meeting the needs that existed? 

Small wonder, then, that Congress, reflecting publid opinion','man-

daied a national and international study to find answers to these per-

plexing problems. Indicative of its auspicio; toward.workshop manage-

ment and rehabilitation programs ras the 'stipulation that no one con- 
nected with either was to be involved in the study. 

During the spring of 1975, it was my privilege, along with my 

associate, Nr. Vaughn DeLong. to visit workshop programs in Denmark, 

'Sweden., Poland, West Germany, and the Netherlands. ,This enabled us to  

take a careful look at the way a number of other countrsiei had dealt 

with the workshop problem. 

Before setting forth some of my observations and proposing some 

possible solutions to our sheltered Workshop problems, I must make four 

very important caveats: 

1. No one can spend a week or two in a foreign country and be-  

come really expert on the working; of anything as complic.ted  

as a national rehabilitation program, tied up as it is with 

economic, cultural, and political conditions which are ne-

cessarily different from country tc country. 

2. It should go without saying that no rehabilitation program 

can be lifted in whole or in large part and transplanted to 

another country. Some ideas and methods can be borrowed and,  

in some instances, suffiCiently modified to work in our own 

situation. This was my approach to rehabilitation programs 

in the countries I visited. 

3. I have not had opportunity to see the data collected nation-. 

wide apart of the study of sheltered workshops and so can-

not base. conclusions on that data which; when it becomes 

available, may lead to different.conclusions. 

Y. While I have dealt with many aspects  of the sheltered work-

shop aituatiyn in :his country for many years, I, like many' 

others, do not have pat solutions for every problem. Rather,  

based on experiences and a unique opportunity to observe 



progress in other countries, and in view'of the great need,for 

solutions to be found, I am advancing some ideas.4tentative 

to be sure--but ideas which I hope will promote•discussion 

and perhaps lead to firm,policy decisions on how to use abel- 

tared employment in our American rehabilitation programs. 

WORKSHOPS IN OTHER COUNTRIES 

Denmark

Turning nowtó general impressions I formed of programs in other 

countries, Tonsil begin with Denmark. Denmark covers sois. 43,000' 
square kilometers and is a typical lowland with no minerals of any ma- 

terial importance. The population of five million as of January 197' 

is increasing annually. et a rate of Q,6%. One-fourth of the population 

is ululeir 15,yeais of age, and 138 are ovep,65. The 23% living in rural 

areas decreases constantly because of the contuning migration to urban 

areas. . 

Public-etgienditure amounts to 49% Of the-total national income. 

The efiggest item in resent hati'onal budgets has been the Cost of de- 

,fense.''Old-age and invalids pensions account for the biggest item in. 

.social'services., I would describe Denmark's approach to.rehabilitation 

05 •the -hentlica ed as a soFlal-service appt oAch, it is a country-411th 

ene_of the most gomplete cradle-to-'the-grave social systems, .Its re-

habilitation work is primarily done by,social workers. The work ett?ic 

is strong in the country labor has paid little attention to sheltered 

employment. Host sheltered workshops are paivately operated and are 

not too unlike smhy wf our own. Egüipment'tends to be noO•the•letest 

or most efficient,, ehd odc'asionally pne find. certain methods' used only 

because they keep more people busy: Like every other country visited, 

Denmark's mentally 'retarded. have.repidl`y ineiteased in, the sheltered 

workshop t seload to•the point where physicaliy handicapped look like 

a minority. 

A basic feature in the Denmark progrer is the invalid pension 

. which.every disabled person .receives on one of .three levels. It•defi- 

nitely dies not undermine the motivation to.work, and to be productive 



within to limits of disability. All sheltered employment is subsidized 

by the statu, mostly through the invalid pension, but by reimbursement 

of operating expenses as well. The enclave method has been successful 

on the limited scale to which it has been used. An enclave, in thié 

'instance; is'the placement of groups of handicapped workers in a pri-

vate factory under supervision of the sheltered shop staff. There is 

no standardized and accepted method for determining wages and prices. 

Everything is left to negotiation. separate program for MR's is 

operated by the state. Its facilities are public in contrast to those 

for the physically disabled. Efforts to integrate MR's with other 

disability groups have been reported to be unsuccessful. 

What could we learn.from Denmark? 

'1. Subsidizing people who are disabled does not destroy incentive 

to work. 

2.. Enclave projects are worth more study as a means of approach-- 

ing normality for disablgd workers. 

3.  Subsidy of sheltered workshops is a must. Not to do so is a 

contradiction in terms. 

SLseden 

SwedenJ.& another "Cradle-to-the-grave" social system, but here 

rehabilitation takes a labor narket approach, in contrast to the so- 

cial-service model in Denmark. 

The population in Sweden is bight:'million, of which approximately 

one and one-half million live in Stockholm. Of the total 'Swedieh lebop 

   force aeons four million people., 7% are.employed in agriculture and 

 forestry, while milting and aanufactaring account for'28%, and building 

and conetrOction account for 9%. Commerce, transport, administration, 

medical and social.eare, services, etc.f!sea demanding an Increasing 

number of personnel; andin 'the 1970'e, sore than hilf of the tötel' 

manpower yill•be.employed within theseSectors.. 

The aim of economic policy is full eaployment,'repid economic 

growth,.and a more uniform distribution of income in a balanced econo-

my., The national labor market boardja the body respongible for shop-

ing and putting labor market policy into-effect. The riationngl'board's 



field of activity includes supervision of the public employment Ser-

vice, control of private employment.agencies, management of vocational 

guidance end re-employment services,  follow-up or stipulation of othel' 

authorities' planning of projects suitable tole carried'out as relief 

works, direction of the start and' discontinuation of such works, and 

control of voluntary unemployment insurance,' as well as other matters

relating to manpower and employment possibilities. 

Rehabilitation in Sweden is and has been heavily oriented to em-

ployment. In this respect, it. is much like the vocational rehabilita-

tion progrpm of the Uni,ted'States. There is now increasing concern 

that this is not enough and that more attention should be paid to so-

cial and medical rehabilitation. Swedep now recognizes that the need 

for sheltered employment is not going to disappear. The disabled who 

want € work are not all going to find jobs in competitive industry, 

uipment in workshops is outstanding Shops look like normal 

factories, working conditions appear to be excellent; shops are clean, 

bright, and business-like. NO system of central work procdrement ór 

marketing has been set up. Labor unions have been only minimally 'in-

tereated and involved, despite procedures that should'encourage par- 

ticipation. It costs 6,000 per year per employee to provide work in 

sheltered employment at prevailing retes'in the industry. 

Sweden.has been experimenting with.limited sucdess in a program, 

subsidizing private employers for hiring the handicapped. Geat suc- 

cess for this program does.not appear probable. It is plagued with

possibilities for abuse and with the necessity of monitoring add in-

vestigating disability.

The adjustment team concept is new, but promising. In,simpiest 

terms, the team tries to 'find jobs in industry'for the handicapped. 

Each plant has a team composed of employer representative, labor un-

ion representative, and employment office representative--the latter 

being directly concerned with placing bandicepped people--plus a repre-

sentative of the workers' council at the plants workers' councils, it 

has been said, have steadily shown increasing-intereit in general so-

cial problems; instead of exclusive concern with working conditions. 



The method relies on cooperation and educational approaches but carries 
p.heavy sanction' if these fail, .Aa a last resort, the government can 
require _that the employer hire only thee.'referred ky.the employment 
office. 

An archiven program puts handicapped to world in•public institu-
tions, such as museums. It ism vehicle for furnishing employment to 
highly skilled but disabled persons, and about 12,0013 are so employed. 

Sweden's workshops are primarily places to work--nat places for 
rendering_ total rehabilitation services. The vital assessmentor work 
evaluation function is not assigned to workshops, but to a special re-

gional evaluation center having excellent and varied staff and the • 
most modern equipment.. These centers offer thorough evaluation and 
certain elementary job training. 'rhe process is divided into two weeks 
of general assessment, two weeks of more refined assessment, and six 
to eight weeks of assessment and training. Fifteen percent of those, _ 
going through the Center go to sheltered employment. Tha4, ers go to. 
regular employment (30%); retraining or education (35%); and medicél 
care (20%). 

Looking to the future:. Sweden, recognizing that sheltered employ- 
ment is here to dtay, is thinking of organizing all. its workshops into 
a chain, operation with centralized management, marketing; and work 
procurement 

what might the United Stetes learn from Sweden? 
1. Regiond3'evaluation has everything to recommend it--efficiency!,

conservatión of personnel, eimplication of workshop adminis- 
tratibn, and improvement of purely employment functions in 
the workshop. r 

2.  Archives programs could be readily adapted to the United 

States. 
1. We could face up to-the total. costs of providing sheltéred 

eegloyment, as Sweden has, in a program that pays normal 
wages. 

4. we should realize once and fair all, as'Sweddn has, ihát the 
need for sheltered employment is not going to disappear. 



Poland

If the highly industrialized western capitalist countries have 

such problems with workshops as need for subsidy and better waged, ' 
...perhaps-the  socialist countries nave an answer: Have they found a way 

to'avoid•auJoidy7 Not so. What they have done in Poland is to use 
some highly imaginative.. and effective methods of organization, of subs. • 

sidizing'wórk of the disabled, and of bringing service to the work 

place. 
Generally speaking, one has to be extremely cautious in. comparing 

sheltered employment in Poland with that in 'the Nest. The' differences 

in culture, government, and economics are simply top great: However, 

much good is accomplished there with sheltered employment, both for 
„the good.of dndividuals and for the c&intry. 

411 sheltered employment in Poland is done in cooperatives id .;"/' '. 

  which workers have some"voice in management. goals a?e,established, 
production is scheduled, and prices for products set through' the na-

tional plan, which i:,cludes the' production of sheltered employment 

co-ops'.as well as She rest of industry:. The principal distinctlon•be-
tween a disabled   and an of dinary labor co-op is that 75% of it§ em-

ployeeês are handicapped. There is a total of 428 copperatives which 

opera 3,000 workshops.• tmployed in them are 185,000 "invalids", 

as 	handicapped are cal led there, including 42,000 homebound., Only 

about one-third of the employed disabled..are employed in the coopera 

tjve workshops. - 
Wager u,• r•'•m 	                        ::a.Is., t.a hourly rates are also 

used.' 'Then •r• t. x:, .,t • 	•nor ,,1 woriet. 	:€xcel.t in the case of 

the homebcnn:, w!. :eh ! 	€°c';i;itce-work.. 	

Precise definitions of disability are hard to discover: in gen- 
eral, it appears that many of the workers are not severely disabled, , 
as we would use the term. It should be noted that we• did not see-the 
homebound workers who ar  e presumably the rest severely disabled. Many 

workers are deaf, 'arm .ey contribute heavily to production..' Deaf 
worK•ers in factories in any countrylend to be high producers. What 
.taro! , unexplained in Poland is why ,many deaf workers are in

https://co-ops'.as


stiel'téred employment instead of in normel industry. 

Equipment is in, many cases outstandingly modern and sophisticated, 

even in some cases approaching automation. The effect of this on the 

morale of dockers appears ,to be very good. 'Where equipment is, less 

good, the reason seems to be a temporary lack oflunds or availability 
of what is needed--never a lack of.will'to use it. Theáe shops are 

engaged in production vital to the economy of the country, and the 

workers know it .and appreciate their role in it. Absenteeism is low , 
and morale appears high. 

Subsidy to the shops is extensive and mostly takes the.form of 

,.tax rebates, which go to close the productivity gap.caused byt.the fact ' 
that workers are marginal producers because of disability. If, as.I 

s"urmise, many of'the disabilities are realtively non-severe, this too 

'Mould help. account for the shops' ability to pay normal or near-normal 
'wages., An important part of the subsidy. picture, too, is their system 

whereby prices can be set, arbitrarily to cover estimated production ' 

costs and include a profit margin. In some instances,. the'shops are' 
given a monopoly to produce all the country's needs fbr a given product 

and at an administratively determined price.' 

"Poland has' tied many health'and-social services to the work-place.

This seems to be particularly true of shelte%ed employment. Every co-

op shop proudly displays its "Rehabilitation Center", which typically 

consists of a staff including physician, dentist, social worker, psy-
chiatric worker and psychologist. The costs of this program are paid , 

indirectly by the state, supplemented by some earnings from,the shop. 

These, services are' what might bv'ealled supportive medicjne, plus pre-

ventive edicine. They are not vocational-guidance or work evaluation 

services as we know them. They might in individual cases'result,in 

'reassignment within the factory or a trip to a sanatgrium for a few 

weeks it co-op expense. Croups of co-ops operate regional guidance and 

evaluation centers, where evaluation is more intensive.' 

The organization of the, co-ops from factory to national level is

very similar to regional and national organization ó'f co-ops'in the 

Unite l States. 



A cultural fadtôr to keep in mind about the polish program le 

that the country is moving from a feudal to an industrial system. A 

very large proportion of workers, including those disabled, are from 

'péesant background with limited education. At this stage in the coun-

try's development, factory work must be the..choíce'for a great many of 

'the disabled. 

What might the:United'States learn from sheltered employment in 

Poland? Several things, 7 believe: 

1. We could separate services such as assessment, vocational 

guidance, placement, and work evaluation from,extended,em-

ployment workshops so that they can concentrate on real pro-

ductiob, thus opening the' writ' for realistic wages, better 

equipment, practical subsidy, and higt.er morale. 

2. We could seriously coisider the co-op form of organization 

for our extended employment shops. 

3, -We could consider making. the extended employment shop, which 

by definition employs only .theme who will not be   ,,turn, 

normal industry, the focal point for.delivery of related 

health, social. and recreational services. 

We could 'try to'assign sheltered employment a respectable role 

in the national life, which workers would recognize as, gene, 

uitiely needed. 

5. We could consider tax waivers as a good way to subsidîze''work- 

shops. 

Weet Germany 

West Germany presents an entirely different picture ofLsheltered 

employment. Their thinking•is very much in fergcent.at 'the moments  and 

some of their dilemmas very much resemble our own. 'Leaders in physY-

cal`medicine are becoming much more Articulate in demanding mpre and 

better restorative programs in medical_ rehabilitation and in rehabili- 

tation generally.' 

from another quarter,'aggressive leadership in the private. sector, 

primarily buti not exclusively interested in the mentally retarded, is 
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developing much public sup ort fur total care progiaia for children and

younk adults; including special education, day care centers, activity 

centers, and workshops, the latter probably in the log productivity 

category. .from still another quarter, the-federal employment service, 

'now charged by law Glib administéring.sheltered employment, emphatically 

proclaims a doctrine of high efficiency in management of shops, inxen- 

save training of Individuals; high productivity,•end a general dia-
couragement of "babysitting". 

There will. be much clashing'of ideas and a power struggle before ' 

West Germany settles down to implementing its recently enacted national 

' rehabilitation law. Until now, the development.of sheltered employt 

has been meager. 'What comes under the new,act may be very 'different. 

In the 'meantime, some novel•idear are being disoussed: 

1. Ii is stated by the employment office that two-thirds the 

cost of a product is non-labor cost. Therefore, since much 

.of this is furnished free to sheltered workshops in the form 

of btrildiíygs, staff, and other oyer•hoad¡ maybe the low wages 

'are better than supposed. If the rebate of social securit3i' 

tax, which amounts to  25%Ss added to this wage,. then, the

worker comes near to having a cori•etitive wage--7l least a 

wage higher than welfare allowances. 

Another idea related to business efficiency and production is 

a proposal to reqre shelterad workshops to have a capacity 

of.atr.least 120. 
As almost everywhere it has been tried in Europe, the quota 

system for employing the•disahled in industry has been found 

wanting. The mew version is expected to be a big failure.  

What we might learn from West Germany: 

1.  Tha t quota systems for industrial hiring of the disabled don't 

work. 

That size of sheltered workshops, if they are to,be efficient, 

is important. 

"3. That tax waivers are worth consideration, 

4.That chain operation or something approaching it,' perhaps on 

https://development.of


a statewide basis, might increase efficiency. 

The Netherlands 

The Netherlands bas long been known for its well-developed Oki-

grams for employment of the handicapped, and I found this 'reputation 

well deserved. Their approach is imaginative and characterized by 

Dutch thoroughness.. Holland is .e highly' industjieirized country of 13 

million population; of which four and one'-half million are in the work  

force. 

' Sheltered,emnloymept in the-Netherlands cannot be understood ex-

cept at one understands "the concept of social employment: Under it, 

the handicapped are cpnsldered part of•the work force, and everyone 

is considered-to have the 'right to.work. Handicapped are screened and, 

-counseled by the Labor Department, and all those who cannot be-placed 
in private employment are referred to social employment. This is three 

main types: industrial workshops,-"open-air projects", and "clerical 

projects". The first and third dd subcontracting with private Indus-

try; as well as. prime manufacturing, and they do,office work for public. 

agencies. 'The ."open'air,projects"are all of a public nature, mostly 
4 . 

in municipal parks. 	

Wages are those of normal industry, negotiated with labor unions. 

There  are ten levels of wages, depending upon productivity. .Those 

whose productivity is below 30% reeeive'70% of the normal beginning 

scale for a trial'period of one year. If they do not reach 3o%.1they. 

are referred. to d4. care centers. All wórkers receive~ a labor contract.

Equipment is very sophisticated, some of it huge: The equipment 

obviously contributes to the morale-of-workers. 	tittle handicapped 

'people seem to'en jdy pressing the buttons Xo make -the big machine go: 

Absenteeism is very low, The work4thic is highly negar•ded. Build-

ings are located in industrial parks, having only latter designations, 

such as IBM might use, to mark the nlants.. 

Costs are clearly defined: 58,500 par year for each sheltered ' 

worker, compared with 05;200 if people do:not work, making the net 

cost of   sheltered employment of ,$3,300 per year. ,In this connection`, 

"It must Lc- remembered that .this Is a progravhat supplies normal . 

 



"wages, ad themneéd be no additional welfare payments. The number 

employed in'this pregram is modest in relation to the total'work force 

500o0 in social employment.out of four, and one-half million workers:' 

One workshop visited hai a construction department with 30 workers 

who do masonry and carpentry for public and private firms  a "con-

tract basis". Very importaht in this project, too, is the fact that' 

when they do'not have enough workers with the requisite experience, 

they stop theproject until ,they do have suitable workers. There is 

no effort to recruit workers. The principle is to get the right work 

 ' for people, not the reverse. 

What might we learn from Holland9 

1, Social employment is a relatively simple.but reasonably ex-

pensive method for those who will not be returning to private 

-employment. 

2. Thé "open-air projects" offer an excellent wäy to both fur- • 

nish employment For handicapped workers and-do work of social ' 

importance. 

3. The idea that groups of sheltered employees can do contract 

' construction for pdblín and private industry Is worth consid- 

eration. - 

,4. .Social employment as practiced in Holland offers a means for 

involving municipalities in meaningful pArticipation in reha-

bilitation programs. 

5. What was seen in éome'other countries was span again in  

Holrand: •high-rorale, low absenteeism, good equipment and 

buildings, good labor relations, and no faith.fn quota sys- 

tem. 

SHLLTERED WORKSHOPS FOR THE 1970'S 

Looking back on'all of ,this, our acute problems, and thé various 

means•used to deal with much the sane,problens in thè.countries we 

visited,.1 make bold to write-á new way of looking at sheltered work- 

shops for,the 1970's. 1 do not regard, these ideas as a panacea, but 

they should furnish the basis for healthy discussion of how ahéltered 
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employment is organized in the United States--something that, is 

urgently needed. 

We need to clearly. separate permanent or extended employment 

from trensifional, diagnostic, or therapeutic workshops, from 

activity centers, and from other types of needed rehabilita- 

tion facilities: 

2. Transitionaltype workshops ahoúld,'wherever possible, be op. 

_ crated in connectio with comprehensive. work evaluafioh centers, n: 

'using all the refined techplquas..we find reliable. University 

-affiliations would be highly desirable.. Operated on the 

Swedish-model, such• centers would keep glients for relatively 

,short periods and need not be close to.s client's 'home.. Trans-

portation for two or three hindrad miles for temporary etey 

in such a' regional center'would b4 entirely feasible. federal 

legislation dealing with evaluation programs ought to family
restrict their numbers to a reasonable regional pattern to ` 

insure addquate personnel and leadership . this is not a jyb 

for, every, community, nor for untrained people. 

3. Having sorted out those who are going to be..permenenF employ- 

ees in'Workshops, we could consider some very important 

,changes: 

A. The Dutch social employment approach could, be used for. 

those with 30% or more productivity, and should include 

the "open-air" concept. This could be  a 90%-100% fed- 

orally financed program, with suitable regular payments 

to such facilities. In addition; federal gnts matched

. by state and local funds could provide the most modern, 

equipment and the light, industrial type of buildings 

a7. required. The German idea of a minimum size of perhaps 

120-400 workers could be built into the plan.

B. We could borrow from the to-op apdroach in Poland añd from 

the extensive co-op ezpertei: e in consumer end producer 

co-ops in the United States to glOe a good measure of 

"delf-management" to the shops. (Many of our states have . 



special laws on cooperatives and there are many people with 

with co-op expertise.) The morale of handicapped workers 

might be much higher if the shop were a respectable part 

of our productive system, with good equipment, safety 

and housing standards, and, importantly, the workere 

having a voice in how their shop is managed. 

C. Labor relations would be greatly`improved by paying a 

normal wage, or one with specific modifications, as in 

Holland. Each worker could have a labor contract. Since 

our labor unions are organized differently from those in 

Sweden and Holland, it might to difficult to obtain a 

standard nation-wide approach. - Perhaps labor 1.4adermhip 

could help solve this problem. 

D. with  such an organization of extended employment work 

shops, full advantage could be taken of recent legisla-

tion regarding government contracts, more so than,at 

present, because efficiency could be greatly increased. 

E. Finally, we could borrow Poland's idéh of bringing needed 

servings to the work. place. Instead of handicapped 

workers having to go all over the community for..services 

such'as employment counseling( social securttÿ, and car, 

Jain health, recreatjoj area welfare services, these could 

Abe provided to the tt gree necessary, usually on a visiting. 

basis, at the workshops. Handicapped workers, although

earning a good wage, still have problems with which they 

need help and are as much entitled to help€as other Wbrk.

ing members of the community. The difference would be 

that we could make it easier for' them to use help by 

taking it to the work place. 

F. If we don't- want to directly finance a social employment 

apreoach, we could do as the Poles do.: waive or rebate's 

certain taxes as a means of subsidy to workshops. 

Whatever we do abo:sheltered employment in the United States, 

it is clear that major financing should come from the federal 



	

	

 

government, with maximum administration by state and local 

government--which should be given very meaningful roles. .It, 

makes no sense to merely pour out federal money for such pro- 

. grams finless there are really good standards for operations 

whlbh era diligently enforced. Well-intentioned people could 

'ruin 'such a program'as suggested, hen for persons not going 

to private employment by mixing sentimental considerations 

into what should basically be a program of employment. 

b. We should take advantage of a very fine feature in our own 

American way of doing things. '3 refer to the idea that each 

of the states is a laboratory wherein experiments'iir govsrn-

ment can be conducted for all to see the results. New fader- 

al legislation on sheltered employment, while laying down 

certain important standards regarding eligibility. wages,  

equipment, safety, funding, size of workshops, and provision 

of related services, could offer the states choices among 

several ways of organizing the program. An obvious one would 

be the cooperative system, while another would bi'the,s"tate- 
wide chain as contemplated in Sweden and Germany. Still 
.others would.be•public or private operations,-plus inclueioh 

of the enclave Ideas practiced in Denmark. 'Byrareful'eval 

cation of the results we might, in a few years, learn a great  

deal more than.We now know about how to employ the severely. 

handicapped. '  

	What has-been-said here pertains almost exclusivály to one, std;. 

only.one, aspect of rehabilitation--the provision of sheltered emp-

ment. Rehabilitation, toapcomplish its miseipn. must of necessity 

have many other kinds. of facilities and programs. The activity center '  
iè it very important kind of such facility,, often confused with ehl-`  

' tered.employment, although its futction should be entirely different: 

.So much for one man's view of how we might deal with sheltered 
employmeot•in the United States in the next ten to fifteen years. Now 

la the time to really analyze what we have been doing, achieving or 

:,'not  achieving, in workshops. Non than ever it is a time to raise the .



economic level of the man or women who will spend liorking years in 

Auch employment. It is the time• to recognize all over again the im- 

portance of these people and to structure their employment.in a way 

that will, contribute to their self-reepnct and to the contribution they 

in turn will make to American social, economic, and cultural develop-

ment. 
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A Way of Looking at Sheltered

Workshops for the 19/0's: 

A COMMENT 

Dennis J. Dunn 



The_ugly 'rumor that Henry Redkey has retired is obviously-laid

to rest by this provocative end timely article on sheltered workshops. 

The concept of the workshop a9 an employer of the disabled has' been. 

neglected over the.past decade. Instead, wkshops have been.concep- 

tualized and used as providers of specialized services which enable 

the severely'edisabled persons usually served'by workshops to make a 

transition into competitive employment.' This concept of the transi-

. tional workshop has ¿timuiated'the development of vocational evalua- 

tion, adjustment, training, And placement service programs' within 

workshops. At the same tire, it has led to the relative neglect of 

the work part of the workshop. 

. There are a number 'of reasons why work in workshops has been ig-

.nored in recent years. Some of these are touéhed on by Redkey: the 

.shift in target populations; the'expectations of referring agencies;. 

and a'lack of awareness of production factors such as cost accounting,. 

.bidding, quality control,'and human factors engineering. Other rea-

sons also operate: the value placed upon competitive as• opposed to' 

sheltered employment; the predominantly psycho-social'órientation hèld 

by. workshop' staff members; and so on. The reasons are complex and 

interactive but,  no matter what the reasohs or how they combine, the 

current state of workshop permanent employment programs. iá briefly 

summarized: wages paid are low (often well below the miñiewfii wage) 

end must be supplemented by welfare; the work requires.onlj minimal 

skill jevels and.le often kept this way to meet the other rehabilita-

tíon needs of the individuals served (Button fi  Lubow, 1971); and the 

work is•often performed in physical environments'which'barely meet 

'state and fedéral occupational safety aríd health laws. 'All in all, it 

is not too nice to be a perm4hent empi,oyee.in a sheltered workshop un-. 

less you happen to,regard,work'primarily as a means of obtaining a 

sense of ptrsonal esteem, and are not too concerned with' extrinsic 

factors such as money And working conditions (Crissey, 1972).

It is from this perspective that Henry Redkey makes a number of 

specific proposals relative to the improvement of employment programs 

in workshops.  These proposals, and a discussion of their merits, 
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should not divert us from the key points raised in Redkeys'paper. 

Briefly stated, these are: 

1. The role, functions, and responsibilities of,the workshop as 

an employer of the disabiéd are elearlÿ different from Lose 

of the workshop as a provider of services td the disabled. 

2. Once sheltered workshops assume the role of employers of the 

disabled, they assume a number of responsibilities for the 

workers 'they employ. ¡These responsibili$ies are the same as 

those of employers in the competitive labor market and include 

such things as: 

A. Payment of adequate wages; 

B. Provision of adequate machinery and technology for per-

forming the work; 

C. Meeting occupational safety and health standards; 

D. Providing for worker satisfaction and morale; 

E. Providing workers with a voice in management. 

Thus, Redkey sets down'the challenge to workshops in the 1970's: can 

they fully meet their responsibilities as emplóyers of the disabled? 

This challenge will not be an easy one for sheltered workshops'to 

meet. Yet it is one which must be net if:workshops are to play their 

full role in meeting the rehabilitation and employment needs of the 

severely disabled. It is a challenge which can be met if we break 

loose from some of our stereotyped thinking and look at alternative 

models, ideas, and methods'for providing rehabilitation ind€employment 

services in workshops. 

.The European programs discussed by Redkey provide a meaningful

source for new ideas and approaches. In particular, the Invalid's 

Cooperative program in Poland offers a different way of:looking at re- 

habilitation which is at once both strange and an exciting source .for 

ideas. The discussion which follows is based upon my observations 

made during two trips to Poland, totalling five weeks. I must point 

out'that five weeks looking 'at a rehabilitation system do not make an 

expert and some of the specifics presented here may not be exactly 



correct. However, the general picture should be accurate enough to 

serve as a source for ideas. 

Employment and Rehabilitation Services 
in Poland 

Employment and rehabilitation services to the disabled in Poland 

.are provided primarily through Invalid's  Cooperatives. Each Coopera-

tive engages in production for profit. Interestingly, profit makes 

the entire rehabilitation system largely self-supporting. Production 

profits are taxed by.the national government (but at a lesser rate 

than are profits from "normal" industry). About 50% of"thé tax from 

the Cooperatives is retained by the national government as general 

revenue, while the remaining  50% is redistributed backthrough the

Invalid's Cooperatives. Union. This redistributed tax:money is used 

to support the. equivalent of national and state administrative activi-

ties as wall as active research, development, and staff training pro-

grams. A portion of the untaxed production profit is distributed to 

the workers within a Cooperative as an annual bonus, with the remain= 

der of the profit being used to maintain or expand rehabilitation'end 

social services to workers within'the Cooperative. 

A Cooperative may be thought of'ab a factory which employs.at 

least 75% disabled workers. The type of work, performed is usually 

either prime manùfacturing (such as cosmetics dr shoes) or basic sub- 

contracting for prime manufacturers (such as TV picture tube asses- 

bliss). One of the observations to by made about production in a typ-

ical Polish Cooperative is that the end products tend to be visibly 

used within the society (such as the cosmetics which are sold in . 

' kiosks on practically every street corner or the blue flashers on 

police vehicles) and are also often parts of luxury items (such as 

TV sets or Fiat automobiles). In other words, the tangible results 

of their. production efforts are readily apparent to employees of a 

Cooperative, and provide these workers with continued evidence of the 

societal.. worth and value of their production. 

As with any factory, a Cooperative is first concerned with pro-

duction and profit. A new Cooperative begins with the hiring of 
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production planning, time study, engineering, and quality control per- 

sonnel, Second priority.. is given to providing good quality supervi-- 

sion and training to the employees. This attention to. productivity 

tends to maximize profits_wich, it will be recalled, are used to pro-

vide rehabilitation and social services to the employees in the Coop- 

erative. In other words, the'higher the  'productivity of the workers, 

the higher the profits, and the more comprehensive the_ rehabilitation 

and 'social services which can be provided. The merits of an emphasis 

on productivity are obvious. 

'The Poles have recognized that disaijled persons have continuing' 

medical, physical, and psycho-social needs which are not eliminated by 

returning to work. Consequently, these services are provided to em-

ployees at the Cooperative. Even the smallest Cooperative typically 

 provides in-house medical,dental, and psychological services, al-

though these may not be available on a full-time basis as is the case 

in larger Cooperatives. The increased availability of funding through 

increased profits commonly results in an 'expansion of these basic ser-

vices and in the development of, additional 'services such as physical " 

and occupational therapy, social,work, and recreational programs,. 

Some of the latter are quite impressive,,including organized vacation 

tours and camps and lodges in the country. With the exceptic: of rec-

reation, services are typically provided during regular working hours,  

and workers are given release time from their regular duties'to'meet 

their appointments'• Redkey has noted that these.serdices have both 

preventative and maintenance functions. Additionally, .they are a sig-

nificant fringe benefit and obviously contribute to the morale and 

job satisfaction of the. workers. 

The wages peid to a worker in a Cooperative are comparable to the 

wages which would be earned by an individual doing similar work in 

rnormal".employment. There apparently is no direct wage subsidy in-

volved in this. However, two points in relation to wage levels'should 

be noted. First, Poland has a centralized, planned economy in which 

the number of certain articles to be produced and the price at which 

they will be sold is determined annually. The established sales price 



includes cost factors, such as wages, as well as a predetermined 

profit margin. This profit margin provides some flexibility to the 

Cooperative and allows them to maintain cómpetitive wage levels by 

reducing profit if this is necessary to compensate'for any reduced 

productivity on the part of the disabled. Second, discussions I had 

with Americah businessmen doing business with the Poles suggests that 

Polish manufacturing has a number of inefficiencies and featherbedding 

Practices (some of this can be observed within Cooperatives) which 

tend to reduce overall.productivity levels. It is possible'that the 

attention paid to production planning, methods, and cost çontrol within 

the Cooperatives has eliminated some of the inefficiencies encountered 

in "normal" industry. This would enable them to pay competitive wages' 

even though the overall production ratei of the disabled might be 

lower than that of the non-disabled. 

Workers, are provided with a significant role in the management of ,

the Cooperative. A new worker, after one year of employment. ççn 

apply for membership in the Cooperative. If accepted, by a vote of 

the other members of the. Cooperative,' the individual becomes a full 

voting member. The members of the Cooperative (the workers) elect a 

Board of Directors. The management and administrative personnel of 

'the Cooperative are hired by the Board and are responsible to it, as 

it usually the case in the United States. The significant difference, 

is that the Board is made up. of workers from the workshop rather than 

being drawn from people in the community. 

DISCUSSION 

'Kit brief overview of employment and rehabilitation tir thé 

Polish Invalid's Cooperatives does not do total justice to a complex 

and interesting system. It is sufficient for us to answer,one ques-

tion raised by Redkey in his article--why so many deaf workers are in 

sheltered 'employment. In fact, there is an apparent overall absence 

of intensive efforts to move the disabled from the Cooperatives into 

"normal" employment. This.initiallyy appears strange, yet there seems 

  to tie little need for these efforts. 

 



A worker in a Cooperative is paid a competitive wage,iwprks with 

modern tool$ and machir.u•y, engages in meaningSul work which has oh- 

vi''ous social value, has a voice in the management of the' Cooperative, 

and has ready access to a full rang. Pf needed medical, dental, psycho- 

social, and redreational services and programs. What would a worker 

gain by moving from a Coopeçative.to "normal" employment? Obviously 

very'little,.and a worker might actually lose some benefits by making 

:the transfer. A Cooperative which offers a full array of services to 

its employees is'a•very attractive place work. In fact, some Coop- 

eratives with extensive rehabilitation, social, and recreational pro-

grams have a problem maintaining their 75% disabled employment figures 

because of the numbers df non-disabled workers who want to work. at 

them. This problem is virtually unheard of in sheltered workshops in 

the United States. 

Overall, the Polish experience with their Invalid's Cooperatives 

indicates that the challenge'of 1970's for sheltered employment can 

be met. It algo suggests that welldeveloped and coordinated shel. 

tered employment programs may not require a substantial federal subsi- ' 

dy program  for support. A concentration of effort on proIuctivity. 

and efficiency can lead to adequate wage levels.' and profits with mini: 

mal need for direct subsidy. 
It ha to be recognized that the Polish approach, or for that 

matter approaches used in any other country, cannot be adopted lock, 

stock, and barrel for use in.the United States. There are too many 

 cultural and economic differences to enable this to be done. The 

 socialist philosophy, centralized planning, and contráet pricing prac-

tices in Poland combine to enhance and facilitate several aspects of 

their sheltered employment program. Exactly what would happen in a 

capitalistic, free enterprise economy is unknown. Yet, as Redkex ob.-

,.serves in his pape, European countries with capitalistic economies 

are able to capture many of the features of the Polish'program. 

Will sheltered workshops rise to meet the challenge of being re-

sponsible employers of the disabled? The need is prevent and many 

.possible ways Of meeting the challenge are avaLable to us. Ît is 
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now .up•to us to restructure sheltered émployment programs to meet the 

challenge. 
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